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Chapter 1. Introduction 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The trend in North American agricultural equipment is to produce larger, faster 
machinery in order to increase productivity. Agricultural sprayer vehicles are being 
designed with boom lengths exceeding 100 ft and field speeds up to 20 mph. These 
two parameters, along with the movement towards automatic guidance of sprayers, 
make steering control of the utmost importance. The availability of four-wheel multi-
mode electrohydraulic steering provides steering options to potentially increase the 
spray accuracy and efficiency, while reducing crop damage and increasing vehicle 
maneuverability. 
A self-propelled sprayer vehicle is typically propelled by a hydrostatic drive system. 
In this system, each wheel is equipped with an independent hydraulic motor. This 
drive system is particularly compatible with four-wheel steering since there is no 
mechanical drive linkage between the engine and the wheels. In addition, there is 
already an auxiliary hydraulic system in place to provide fluid for steering. 
The most obvious advantage of four-wheel steering is the small turning radius. 
However, there are several other advantages of four-wheel steering that may not be 
immediately obvious. Four-wheel electrohydraulic steering allows the vehicle to be 
steered in an infinite number of modes. The ability of a vehicle to steer with infinite 
modes is a potential advantage for achieving optimal vehicle performance in auto-
guidance and path planning applications. This research focused on determining the 
vehicle performance obtained with three of the steering modes. 
The three modes evaluated were: steering the front wheels only (conventional 
steering), steering all four wheels in the same direction (crab steering), and steering 
the front two wheels in one direction and the rear two wheels in the opposite 
direction (coordinated steering) (Figure 1-1). Prior to our research, we intuitively 
hypothesized that each mode of steering held some distinct advantages. We felt 
conventional steering would best suited for high-speed transport. Crab steering 
would be well suited for driving on slopes where there is lateral slippage. Crab 
steering also would allow for lateral vehicle adjustments without changing the 
heading of the vehicle. This is important on sprayers, as it reduces the yaw 
accelerations and "swing" of the boom, as well as reduces over and underspraying 
of crop. Coordinated steering would enable smaller radius turns and faster steering 
response. In our research, we verified some of our intuitive conjectures, but also 
discovered advantages and disadvantages of each mode of steering that were not 
apparent without testing the vehicle. 
Conventional Crab Coordinated 
Figure 1-1. With four-wheel steering, three modes of steering were evaluated: 




The concept of four-wheel multi-mode steering on agricultural vehicles is not new. 
The J.I. Case Company produced four-wheel multi-mode steered tractors from 1964 
to the early 1990's (Wendel, 1991 ). Case used a solid state selective steering 
system. Their system had four modes, coordinated steering, conventional steering, 
crab steering and independent rear steering. The advantages of the Case steering 
system were: using coordinated steering to achieve a small turning radius, using 
crab steering to overcome side draft when plowing and better control on hillsides 
(Holmes, 1992, Pratt, 1978), and rear steering for hooking up implements. The 
Case system used a sensor at the left front and left rear kingpins to provide wheel 
angle feedback. This feedback signal was sent to an electronic controller, which 
then sent a signal to a servo valve to adjust the rear wheels (Lourigan, 1979). 
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An apple harvester was developed with a multi-mode electrohydraulic four-wheel· 
steering system by the Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station in collaboration with 
the USDA. Their system had the same four modes as the Case tractors as well as 
an automatic mode for following rows of trees. The system used rotary 
potentiometers at each wheel to measure the wheel angle and fed the signal into a 
microprocessor controller. The controller then opened and closed solenoid hydraulic 
valves to steer the vehicle (Upchurch, 1983). 
There are also alternative methods for achieving multi-mode electrohydraulic 
steering. Cullman (1985) described a method of achieving multi-mode steering 
using a servo system. The system used analog electronics and proportional 
hydraulic components. In addition, a hydraulic method was used to control the rear 
wheels on a papaya harvester. In this system, a solenoid valve was activated to 
cause the rear steering cylinder to become connected in series with the front 
steering cylinder to enable four-wheel steering (Myers, 1977). 
Electrohydraulic Steering: 
Much of the previous research in the area of electrohydraulic steering focused on 
modeling and controlling nonlinear hydraulic directional control valves. Qui (1999) 
stated that electrohydraulic steering systems are typically nonlinear with a large 
deadband, asymmetric flow gain, time delay, hysteresis and saturation, resulting in 
difficulties in the system analysis, design, and control. 
The electrohydraulic valve package used in this research had a linear flow vs. spool 
position curve. This technology was developed at Sauer-Danfoss using integral 
L VDT sensors to achieve real-time feedback to the valve overcoming the inherent 
nonlinearities in proportional electrohydraulics. This eliminated many of the 
problems and subsequent analysis encountered in previous research. The valves 
did have a deadband region of about 0.025 inches which was compensated for in 
the control software. Cullman (1985) described a method for eliminating valve 
deadband using analog electronics that is similar to the method of deadband 
compensation used in our software. 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
There were several objectives to be accomplished in this research: 
1. Implement four-wheel multi-mode steering on an agricultural sprayer vehicle. 
2. Determine how four-wheel multi-mode steering would affect the vehicle 
performance of the sprayer vehicle. 
3. Determine how four-wheel multi-mode steering affects the driver's performance. 
4. Provide a stepping stone to continue working towards implementing path-
planning and autoguidance in sprayer vehicles. 
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Chapter 2. Vehicle Model 
As stated earlier, one objective in this research was to work toward path planning 
and autoguidance of sprayer vehicles. In order to better understand the vehicle 
dynamics and be able to predict how the vehicle will respond to inputs, a vehicle 
model was developed. In this research, a simple model of the sprayer vehicle was 
developed in order to approximate the vehicle response to steering inputs. In order 
to implement path planning, a more refined model taking into account more vehicle 
parameters would need to be developed. 
MODELING APPROACH 
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The initial approach for the vehicle model was to develop a kinematic model, making 
some simplifying assumptions. The kinematic vehicle model approach assumed no 
wheel slippage, constant forward vehicle velocity, and a two-wheel model for the 
vehicle. This approach has often been used to predict approximate vehicle 
response to steering inputs (O'Connor et al., 1996, Takigawa et al., 1998). 
After the kinematic model was developed and the results considered reasonable, a 
dynamic model was developed in order to account for the vehicle dynamics. 
The dynamic model was developed using the yaw plane and bicycle model. This 
allowed for the application of the two-degrees of freedom equations (Ellis, 1994, 
Gillespie, 1992). The bicycle model allowed the left and right wheel angles to be 
represented by an equivalent average steering angle of both wheels (Figure 2-1 ). 
The cornering force generated by the one wheel was then equivalent to the sum of 
the force on the left and right wheels. The bicycle model was valid for relatively 
small steer angles (about 10 degrees for the sprayer vehicle) because the angles of 




Figure 2-1. Bicycle model of the sprayer vehicle. 
The dynamic model takes into account the lateral forces at the front and rear wheels, 
the mass of the vehicle, the mass moment of inertia of the vehicle and the location of 
the center of gravity. The mass moment of inertia of the vehicle was estimated using 
a rectangular model of the vehicle (lzz = M*L 2/4) where M is mass and L is vehicle 
wheel base. A nonlinear tire model, which is described later, was used to find the 
forces on the front and rear wheels based on the slip angles of the wheels. To verify 
model results, the vehicle was tested under field conditions, and the results 
compared to the model. 
MODEL COMPONENTS 
Steering System Model: 
The steering system was modeled to provide realistic steering angle inputs to the 
vehicle models. The proportional electrohydraulic directional control valves that 
were used had linear flow characteristics, that is, the output flow was a linear 
function of input voltage outside the known deadband region. The valves were also 
pressure compensated, which means the pressures downstream of the valve do not 
affect the output flow of the valve. These characteristics allowed the valves to be 
linearly modeled outside the deadband using a gain of 2.4 gpmN. The steering 
cylinders were modeled using the fluid continuity law (Eq. 1 ). The assumption of 
incompressible fluid was used for this equation, as the effect of compressibility is 
only about 0.4% of its volume per 1000 psi pressure (Vickers, 1998). 





Xr = velocity of the front hydraulic cylinder (in/s) 
Qr = volumetric flow rate from the front valve (in3 Is) 
Ac = effective area of the hydraulic cylinder (in 2 ) 
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The hydraulic cylinder was modeled as being weightless and having no leakage past 
the seals. The steering linkage relationship (Eq. 2) was determined by measuring 
the arm distances y and z on the vehicle (Figure 2-2) and developing a kinematic 
relationship for 8, the average steering angle of the wheels, as a function of x, the 
extended length of the cylinder. The law of cosines (Eq. 3) was used to determine 
the angle between the arm and the steering spindle (0 = 58.1 °) for the center (null) 
cylinder position. This geometry was used to plot the steering angle of the wheels 
as a function of the hydraulic cylinder position (Figure 2-3). 
Steering Linkage: 




8 = average steering angle of the front wheels (degrees) 
xL = distance cylinder has moved from the center position on left wheel (in) 





















2 2 2 2 0 X = y + Z - · y · Z · COS (3) 
z 
Figure 2-2. Drawing of steering linkage and development of kinematic relationship 









2 4 6 8 10 12 
Steering Cylinder Extension (Inches) 
Figure 2-3. Kinematic relationship between steering cylinder rod extension and 
steering angle for the left front tire on a John Deere 4710 sprayer. 
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Kinematic Vehicle Model: 
The main kinematic vehicle model equations, which where developed in Takigawa's 
paper, show that the yaw rate of the vehicle is a function of the vehicle's sideslip 
angle and steering angles (Eq. 4 ). The sideslip angle is only a function of the 
steering angles of the wheels (Eq. 5). The rate of change of position in the x and y 
directions was then derived as the cosine and sine respectively of the sum of the 
sideslip angle of the vehicle and the vehicle orientation angle times the vehicle 
forward velocity (Eq. 7 and 8). 
Kinematic Vehicle Equations: 
r = u · cosp ( tan<> r - tan<> J/L ( 4) 
tanp = (b · tan<>r +a· tan<>r )IL (5) 
'I' = Jr · dt + 'I' 0 ( 6) 
y= Ju·sin(w+P)·dt+y0 (7) 
x= Ju·cos(w+P)·dt+x0 (8) 
where: 
u = forward velocity of vehicle center of gravity (in/s) 
r = yaw rate of center of gravity (rad/sec) 
p = sideslip angle of center of gravity (radians) 
'I'= angle of orientation of vehicle in World Coordinate System (radians) 
a= distance from front wheel to center of gravity (ft) 
b = distance from rear wheel to center of gravity (ft) 
L =wheelbase of vehicle (ft) 
<> r , <> r = steering angles of front and rear wheels, respectively (radians) 
x = x coordinate of vehicle position in World Coordinate System (ft) 
y = y coordinate of vehicle position in World Coordinate System (ft) 
Dynamic Vehicle Equations: 
V=(FrcosOr :~RcosOR J-u·r (9) 
. (Frcos5r) · a - (FR cosoR) · b (10) r= 
lzcg 
'V =Jr· dt + 'Vo (11) 
~=tan-1(:J (12) 
ar =((v+ua·r)-or J (13) 
a, =((v-:·r)-o,J (14) 
y =Ju· sin(W + ~) · dt + Yo (15) 
x = Ju · cos( w + ~) · dt + x 0 (16) 
where: 
x = x coordinate of vehicle in World Coordinate System (ft) 
y = y coordinate of vehicle in World Coordinate System (ft) 
v = lateral velocity of vehicle center of gravity (ft/s) 
u = forward velocity of vehicle center of gravity (ft/s) 
r = yaw rate of center of gravity (rad/sec) 
~ = sideslip angle of center of gravity (radians) 
'I'= angle of orientation of vehicle in WCS (radians) 
ar, ar = slip angle of front and rear wheels, respectively (radians) 
a= distance from front axle to center of gravity (ft) 
b = distance from rear axle to center of gravity (ft) 
Or = average steering angle of front wheels (radians) 
OR = average steering angle of rear wheels (radians) 
Wr = normal force on front wheels (lbs) 
WR = normal force on rear wheels (lbs) 
mv = total mass of the vehicle (slugs) 
Izcg = mass moment of inertia about the center of gravity (slugs· ft2 ) 
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Dynamic Vehicle Model: 
The dynamic vehicle model had two degrees of freedom, translational and rotational. 
The dynamic vehicle model equations were derived from Newton's laws of motion. 
The translational degree of freedom equation (Eq. 9) shows that the rate of change 
of lateral velocity of the vehicle is a function of the lateral forces on the front and rear 
tires as well as the yaw rate of the vehicle. The rotational degree of freedom 
equation shows that the yaw acceleration is the sum of moments about the center of 
gravity of the vehicle divided by the moment of inertia about the center of gravity of 
the vehicle (Eq. 10). The sideslip angle of the center of gravity is a function of the 
ratio of lateral vehicle velocity to forward vehicle velocity (Eq. 12). For this model, 
the forward vehicle velocity was assumed constant, a valid assumption for small 
sideslip angles. The slip angles of the tires are a function of the slip angle of the 
vehicle and the steering angle of tires (Eq. 13 and 14 ). The velocity component of 
the front and rear of the vehicle caused by the yaw rate of the vehicle was also 
included in the slip angle equations. Figure 2-4 shows the relationship between the 





Figure 2-4. Dynamic vehicle variables on the bicycle model of the 
vehicle. 
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Nonlinear Tire Model: 
A nonlinear tire model was used in the dynamic vehicle model to determine the 
steering forces of the front and rear wheels (Bernard, 2001 ). This model assumes 
the tires exhibit linear behavior until the side force reaches half of the maximum side 
force (µ*N/2). In the linear model the turning forces generated are only a function of 
the cornering stiffness of the tire and the sideslip angle of the wheel. After this point, 
the tires shift to the nonlinear model which is a function of the normal load on the 
tire, the coefficient of friction, the cornering stiffness of the tire and the sideslip angle 
of the tire. The cornering stiffness of agricultural tires is very difficult to obtain, as 
the manufacturer of the tires on the sprayer does not have the data (Sube, Firestone 
Technology Center, Akron, OH). For this model, the cornering stiffness was 
estimated by linearizing a plot of steering force versus steering angle for agricultural 
tires (Bekker, 1969). The cornering stiffness determined from this plot was 
dependant on the normal load on the tire and the surface the vehicle was on. This 
model assumed the vehicle to be traveling on established grass and assumed a 
coefficient of friction of 0.6. 
Nonlinear Tire Equations: 
IflF,I < µt,F, =C. ·tan(a) (17) 
If jFYj ~ µ · N, FY = µ · N · sgn{a)· (1- µ t ( )) (18) 
2 4-C ·tana a 
where: 
FY = cornering force generated by the tire (lbs) 
N = normal load on the tire (lbs) 
µ = coefficient of :friction between surface and tire 
C0 = cornering stiffness of tire (lbs/rad) 
a= sideslip angle of the tire (rad) 
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MODEL RESULTS 
Steering Angle Response: 
The first test of the model was to determine the response to a step input to the front 
and rear steering valves. This was done to determine how accurately the valve and 
controller model simulate the actual controller and steering valves. The model of the 
control valves was very simple and depended only on the position of the valve spool. 
The results found are good for the simplicity of the model. A square wave input of 
38 degrees at a frequency of 0.125 Hz was entered into the simulation and tested in 
the field. The sprayer vehicle was tested for this input with the tank empty and the 
boom folded in traveling at about 3 mph. 
In the simulation test the wheels responded from zero to full right in about 0.9 
seconds, while in the field test, the wheels took about 1.3 seconds to turn full right 
(Figure 2-5). Two assumptions made in this model may have contributed to the 
error. The model assumed that there was no lag between the time the signal was 
sent to the valve and the time the valve opened. In reality, there is a finite time 
associated with the valve opening. Another assumption made was that the valve 
was the only limiting flow factor. It appears that there may have been another factor 
limiting flow besides the valve. The slope of the line from the field test showed that 
the actual flow out of the valves (4.4 gpm) was about 2/3 of the maximum flow rate 
through the valves (6.4 gpm). Using this flow rate in the simulation seemed to 
produce a response that better matches the actual vehicle response (Figure 2-6). 
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Figure 2-6. Plot of simulated steering response of wheels to step input in steering angle 




The dynamic vehicle model performed well in simulating the vehicle position in time 
based on steering inputs and vehicle velocity. A square wave input of steering angle 
with an amplitude of 10 degrees and frequency of 0.125 Hz was input to the front 
and rear steering valves in the coordinated steering mode with the sprayer vehicle 
traveling 8 mph. This input was also put into the dynamic vehicle model and the two 
results compared. The x and y positions of the vehicle vs time in the dynamic 
simulation as well as actual field testing are shown in Figures 2-7 and 2-8. They vs. 
x positions for the dynamic simulation and field testing are shown in Figure 2-9. The 
starting orientation and location of the vehicle in the field test and that of the 
simulation were synchronized as best as possible, but they were not perfectly 
synchronized, accounting for some of the error. Figure 2-10 shows a plot of yaw 
rates for the dynamic simulation and for the field test. This plot may be a better 
representation of how well the model simulated the actual vehicle response, as the 
yaw rate was independent of the vehicle orientation and starting location. The noise 
in the field testing data is most likely caused by random field perturbations and 
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Figure 2-7. Plot of x vs. time for dynamic simulation and field test for a square 
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Figure 2-8. Plot of y vs. time for dynamic simulation and field test for a square wave input of 
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Figure 2-9. Plot of x vs. y for dynamic simulation and field test for a square wave 
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--Field test 
• • • • • Dynamic simulation 
Figure 2-10. Plot of yaw rate vs. time for dynamic model simulation and field test for a square 
wave input of 10 degrees steering angle at 8 mph in coordinated steering. 
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Chapter 3. Materials and Methods 
MATERIALS 
Controller Hardware: 
An expandable microcontroller system {Smart Star 9000 Series, Z-World, Davis, CA) 
was used to control the steering system. This controller had the flexibility and 
performance needed to properly control the electrohydraulic steering system of the 
sprayer. This microcontroller system was a modular and expandable control 
system. The controller consisted of a 25.8 MHz CPU card installed on a backplane 
{Figure 3-1 ). The backplane had seven other expansion slots for 1/0 cards. The 
specifications for this controller as configured for the project were: 
• one digital 1/0 card {16 digital inputs, 8 digital outputs) 
• one analog to digital card (eleven 0-10 Voe analog inputs, 12-bit resolution) 
• one digital to analog card {eight 0-10 Voe analog outputs, 12-bit resolution) 
The controller was powered by 12 VDC and had analog to digital and digital to 
analog conversion processing times of less than 0.2 ms. The controller was 
programmed using Dynamic C {Z-World, Davis, CA), which is a modified C language 
with libraries compiled for the controller. 
A 12 V DC to DC converter was used to regulate the voltage from the battery to 12 
V. This regulated 12 V was necessary in order to achieve accurate control of the 
proportional directional control valves. The regulated 12 V also was used to supply 
the controller. A voltage divider was used to send a signal of half of the supply 
voltage to the valve to keep it in the null position when the controller was not being 
used. A switch allowed the user to either keep the valve in the null position or to 





















Figure 3-1. Schematic of the electronics for the sprayer steering control system. The outlined 
region indicates the 2-World controller. 
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The user interface allowed the user to select their desired mode of steering by 
moving a switch. A 10-position rotary DIP-switch was used for the user mode 
selection. If the rotary switch was in the zero position, the controller read the 
position of a switch on the console to determine which mode to steer in. Only four of 
the positions were used in this project's configuration, however, the 10-position 
switch was chosen to add flexibility for future testing. The user-selected switch 
position was then displayed on a numeric LED to give the user feedback. Individual 
LEDs were also installed near the numeric display to alert the user when an error 
had occurred. 
Data Acquisition: 
A 12-bit analog resolution data acquisition system (DaqBook 120, IOTech, 
Cleveland, OH) was used to acquire wheel angle data. The system was connected 
to a laptop computer, which downloaded the data ·into an Excel spreadsheet. The 
voltage output of the four angle sensors and the input voltage to the directional 
control valves were recorded by the data acquisition system. 
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All vehicle locations were measured usi~g two dual frequency DGPS receivers 
(StarFire, John Deere, Moline, IL} mounted along the centerline of the vehicle 12.5 ft 
apart. The NEMA RMC position strings were collected at 5 Hz using the serial port 
on a laptop computer and then stored in a text file format for further processing. In a 
three hour test of the GPS receiver precision, the error from the average GPS 
location was generally± 1 ft (Figure 3-2). There was, however, a time period in 
which the error reached ± 1.8 ft. This error most likely was caused by a change in 
satellites in the GPS position computation. For a time period of ten minutes, the 
error was about± 0.25 ft (Figure 3-3). The locations of the two GPS receivers 
usually had some bias error between them (Figure 3-4 ). In order to remove this bias 
error, the sprayer was driven directly north and directly west at some time during 
each trial. A plot of the receiver positions showed the bias error between the 
receivers and this error was compensated for by adding or subtracting the bias error 
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Figure 3-2. Plot of GPS error over a three hour time period. 
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Figure 3-5. Plot of front and rear GPS positions after bias error was removed. 
Control Valve Operation: 
The electrohydraulic directional control valves (PVG32, Sauer-Danfoss, Ames, IA) 
were controlled by sending them a signal which was a proportion of the supply 
voltage (Figure 3-6). The method for determining the control signal to output to the 
rear valve was to multiply the steering error times a constant gain. The product of 
the error times the gain was then added to the null position voltage (6.0 V). The 
valve was saturated at 0. 75 of the supply voltage. When the product of the error 
times gain reaches the saturation point, the algorithm output a constant 0. 75 of the 
supply voltage (Figure 3-7). 
The electrohydraulic valves had a dead band region from about 0.4 75 to 0.525 of the 
supply voltage (Figure 3-6). The steering control algorithm had a routine to 
compensate for this deadband region. When the steering error was less than ± 0.50 
degrees, the control signal remained constant until the error was within ± 0.10 
degrees. Once the error was within the± 0.10 degrees region, the algorithm 
reverted to its normal steering angle times the steering gain (Figure 3-7). This± 
0.1 O degrees region was in the valve deadband and was necessary to keep the 
valve from "chattering", or rapidly moving back and forth across the dead band 
region. 
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Figure 3-6. Sauer-Danfoss PVG32 directional control valve flow vs. control signal plot. 
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Figure 3-7. Plot of control signal vs. steering error from the steering algorithm. 
Controller - Sensor Interface: 
Each of the steering cylinders were equipped with a non-contact rotary 
potentiometer sensor. The sensor was mounted on the ball joint on the rod end of 
the cylinder. A linkage was used to connect the armature of sensor to the sprayer 
steering linkage. The nonlinear relationship between steering angle and voltage on 
the sensors required the sensors to be calibrated by the following method: 
1. The wheels were turned fully left. 
2. The voltage reading of each sensor was recorded. 
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3. The length of each cylinder, from center of ball joint on cap end to center of ball 
joint on rod end, was measured and recorded. 
4. Then the wheel was turned incrementally to the right and steps 2 and 3 were 
repeated. This step was repeated until the wheels were turned fully right. 
5. From the steering linkage geometry, the steering angle was computed for each 
cylinder length (Figure 2-2). 
6. The steering angle vs. sensor output voltage was plotted for each sensor. 
7. A third order curve was fit to the plot to approximate each sensor angle vs. 
voltage relationship and used in the steering program (Appendix A). 
CONTROL SCHEMES 
Two control schemes were implemented in order to achieve the performance 
objectives of this project. The first control scheme (Figure 3-8) was used when the 
steering wheel was turned manually. Manual steering controlled the front wheels, 
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Figure 3-8. Block diagram of the E/H steering system for sprayer vehicle with steering wheel input. 
In the second control scheme (Figure 3-9), a PC commanded a steering angle to 
both the front and rear wheels. The controller implemented this command via 
closed-loop control to both the front and rear wheels. The feedback signal 
generated by the sensors was returned to the controller. The controller compared 










Figure 3-9. Block diagram of the closed loop control system for sprayer vehicle with computer input. 
Steering algorithms were then developed from the control schemes. The controller 
program initially checked the mode setting, then updated at 10 Hz. The controller 
then performed the steering algorithm. The signal from the wheel angle sensors and 
the corresponding output to the steering control valves were updated at 100 Hz. In 
each of the modes, the controller first read each of the steering sensor's voltage 
output. From the sensor output the algorithm used the calibration curve to 
determine the wheel angles. The algorithm then compared the average steering 
angle of rear wheels to the average steering angle of the front wheels. Depending 
on the mode of steering, the controller output a voltage to the rear steering valve to 
move the rear wheels to the center position ( conventional), to the opposite angle as 
(coordinated), or the same angle as (crab) the front wheels. A listing of the program 
used in the controller is included in Appendix B. 
EVALUATION METHODS 
There is an additional cost required to implement 4-wheel multi-mode steering. In 
order to justify these costs, there needs to be evidence that the added vehicle 
performance will bring benefit to the end user. Thus, in order to quantitatively and 
qualitatively evaluate the sprayer vehicle performance, four tests were developed. 
Effective turning radius: 
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The smallest effective turning radius for both conventional and coordinated steering 
was measured when the vehicle was moving at about 0.5 mis (1 mph) with the 
wheels turned to the maximum angle. The effective turning radius was determined 
by measuring the distance from the center of the turning circle to the center of the 
rear axle and the front axle. The smallest effective turning radius was measured on 
three different surfaces. It was tested on pavement, on loose soil and on 
established grass to simulate the smallest effective turning radius under actual field 
conditions. The turning radius was measured using the GPS position and was 
verified by manually measuring the wheel tracks for some of the trials. 
Headland Performance: 
The time and space required to turn around at the end of a field is directly related to 
overall sprayer productivity. In addition, the amount of crop damage caused by the 
wheel tracks in the headlands will lead to losses in crop yield and thus should be 
minimized. Another concern with spraying is the "piece of pie" shaped areas at the 
end of rows that get skipped or undersprayed by starting the spray before the 
vehicle is lined up with the crop rows. Thus, turning in the headlands is an operation 
where 4-wheel coordinated steering may provide performance advantages. The 
headland performance was quantified in three ways: the distance required for the 
vehicle to align with the rows when entering the crop, the headland width required 
for turning, and the area covered by the wheels during a turn. 
The following procedure was developed to measure the headland performance of 2-
wheel conventional steering and 4-wheel coordinated steering. Two parallel paths, 
150 ft long and 90 ft apart were set up using field marking flags to simulate field crop 
rows (Figure 3-10). The first path was followed until the boom reached the end of 
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the path. At this point, the vehicle was turned sharply to establish the vehicle 
heading perpendicular to the paths. When the vehicle neared the second path, it 
was turned sharply again to direct it down the second path. This procedure was 
repeated at both ends of the paths with the entire loop traveled five times for each 
mode of steering. The test was also repeated by a different driver to minimize driver 
bias. This test was performed with the boom extended on both loose soil and on 
established grass at speeds between 3~5 to 4.0 mph. 
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Figure 3-10. Illustration of headland performance test path. This path was marked out in the 
field with colored marking flags. 
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The distance required for the vehicle to align with the rows was determined by 
measuring the distance from start of the crop rows to the center of the boom when 
the sprayer was aligned with the rows to within the error level. A large aligning 
distance is desired in order to allow the driver to completely align the vehicle prior to 
starting the spray when entering the crop. This larger aligning distance helps reduce 
the area at the beginning of the crop rows that often gets skipped or undersprayed 
due to vehicle misalignment. 
The headland width required by the sprayer to turn around was determined by 
measuring the distance from the end of the crop rows to the tip of the outside boom. 
It is advantageous to minimize the headland width required as headlands usually are 
lower yielding and also tend to lower the field efficiency of operations. 
The distance traveled by the rear tires when they weren't in the same wheel track as 
the front during the turning operation was used as a measure of potential crop 
damage. This was calculated by measuring the distance of each rear wheel track 
which did not lie on top of the front wheel track during the entire turn and multiplying 
the distance by the tire width. The wheel locations were determined by calculating 
the wheel positions relative to the GPS position. These measurements were verified 
by physically measuring the wheel tracks for some of the tests. 
Lateral path adjustment: 
It is inevitable that course corrections will need to be made during field operations. 
When corrections are made, it is important that over and underspray, are minimized. 
A test was developed to test the performance of the sprayer vehicle in each of the 
three modes of steering while performing a lateral path adjustment. Two 250 ft long 
paths were set up parallel with each other 12.5 ft apart. The paths were marked out 
in the field using marking flags spaced 25 ft apart. The first path was followed for 50 
ft, then the sprayer was guided to the second path and followed the second path 
until the 150 ft mark, then the sprayer was returned to the first path for the last 100 ft 
of the path (Figure 3-11 ). GPS position was used to determine the accuracy and 
efficiency of the spraying operation. 
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Figure 3-11. Illustration of parallel path test field layout. 
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This test was repeated by three different drivers, and on two different soil conditions, 
established grass and loose soil. Each driver repeated the test six times, starting 
from path 1 three times and from path 2 three times. Each driver repeated this 
procedure for each mode of steering. All tests were conducted with the boom fully 
extended, the tank with 150 gallons of water, and a vehicle speed of 6 mph. 
Hillside Operation: 
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Hillside performance of the sprayer vehicle was evaluated with conventional and 
crab steering. The sprayer was driven on a straight perpendicular to the slope on 
established grass with 800 gallons of water in the tank. The path was 300 ft long 
and the slope varied from 7.5 to 14%. The ability to follow the path and the amount 
of steering required to maintain the path was evaluated. 
ANALYSIS METHODS 
Data Interpretation: 
The GPS RMC strings for the front and rear positions were saved in a text files for 
further processing. After the tests were completed these text files were imported 
into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Once in Excel, extraneous data was removed 
from the files, then the front and rear positions were synchronized according to their 
UTC times. After the positions were synchronized, the GPS coordinates were 
converted into units of feet in a local coordinate system. In the local coordinate 
system each minute of latitude was approximately 6110 ft, while each minute of 
longitude was approximately 4500 ft. The positions were converted using the 
following formulas: 
northing= (latwcs - W c1rn) · 6110 




northing = GPS latitude position in local coordinate system (ft) 
easting= GPS longitude position in local coordinate system (ft) 
latwcs = GPS latitude position in world coordinate system 
longwcs = GPS longitude position in world coordinate system 
W c1rn = whole degrees and minutes portion of GPS positions 
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Sprayer Boom Position: 
The heading of the sprayer was found in order to calculate the position of the boom 
and the wheels of the vehicle as well as determining the yaw rates of the vehicle. 
2( 
eastr - eastr J 'I'= atan 
northr - northr 
where: 
'I'= heading of the sprayer (rad) 
eastr = easting of rear GPS receiver (ft) 
eastr = easting of front GPS receiver (ft) 
northr = northing of rear GPS receiver (ft) 
northr = northing of ,front GPS receiver (ft) 
atan2 = four - quadrant arctangent function 
(21) 
The boom tip position was computed using the following formulas: 
northB = northr + C · sin(w )± D · cos(w) (22) 
eastB = eastr + C • cos(w )± D • sin(w) (23) 
where: 
'I' = heading of the sprayer ( rad) 
northr = northing of rear GPS receiver (ft) 
eastr = }easting of rear GPS receiver (ft) 
north8 = northing of boom tips GPS receiver (ft) 
east8 = easting of boom tips GPS receiver (ft) 
C = distance from rear GPS receiver to center of boom (ft) 
D = distance from center of boom to boom tip (ft) 
These formulas take into account that the center of the boom was 4.5 ft behind the 
GPS receiver and the tips of the 90 ft boom are 45 ft from the center of the boom. 
In each of the test measurements using the derived sprayer boom position, the 
boom was considered a rigid body rigidly attached to the sprayer vehicle. The boom 
actually has some flexure in the boom frame as well as a yaw suspension built into 
the boom. At either tip, the maximum boom travel is about 1.5 ft from the center 
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position in either direction. The boom natural frequency was measured by manually 
rocking the boom back and forth. The time for the boom to complete one cycle was 
measured to determine the natural frequency. By this method it was determined that 
the boom had a natural frequency of about 1 cycle per second. 
The maximum boom travel was achieved only when large forces were applied to the 
end of the boom. This would occur during vehicle operation when there were large 
vehicle yaw rates. The maximum boom travel was less than 1.5 ft when smaller 
forces were applied. While driving the vehicle, it was observed that for small yaw 
rate turns, there was very little travel of the boom. 
For an example to illustrate the boom travel error, assume in a large yaw rate turn at 
6 mph, the boom tip speed is about 2.5 times the center of the boom speed (Figure 
3-12). If the boom flexes (including yaw suspension) 1.5 ft in 0.5 sec, then the error 
would be about 13 % over the 0.5 seconds of flexure, then the error would be gone. 
At the error thresholds used in the research (b/a=1.25, not full boom flexure), the 
assumption of rigid boom did not have a substantial effect on our results. 
rigid boom case 
b\ 
full boom flexure case 
bDV 
b/a = 2.5 
b/a = 2.17 
Error= (2.5-2.17)/2.5 
= 13.3 % 
Figure 3-12. Figures showing error in assuming the boom as rigid body in extreme case over 0.5 
seconds. Once the boom reaches steady state, there is no more error until the turning maneuver 
is changed. 
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Sprayer Wheel Positions: 
The sprayer wheel positions were computed using similar formulas as used to 
compute the boom tip positions. The difference in the formulas, was that the 
distance between the GPS receiver and the center of the wheel axles was used (1.5 
ft for rear axle, 3.0 ft for front axle). The vehicle tread spacing used for these tests 
was 10 ft. 
northrw = northr - C sin('!')± E cos('!') 
eastrw = eastr - C cos('!')± E sin('!') 
northtw = northt - D sin('!')± E cos('!') 
easttw = eastt - D cos('!')± E sin('!') 
where: 
'ti = vehicle heading (rad) 
northrw = northing of rear wheels (ft) 
eastrw = easting of rear wheels (ft) 
northtw = northing of front wheels (ft) 
easttw = easting of front wheels (ft) 
northr = northing of rear GPS receiver (ft) 
eastr = easting of rear GPS receiver (ft) 
northt = northing of front GPS receiver (ft) 





C = distance from rear GPS receiver to center of rear axle (ft) 
D = distance from front GPS receiver to center of front axle (ft) 
E = one half vehicle tread spacing (ft) 
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Statistical Analysis Methods: 
For each of the test data sets, a three factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
generated using the SAS software package in order to determine the statistical 
significance of each factor in the tests. The three factors used in the tests were 
steering mode, driver, and ground surface. In order to determine the statistical 
significance of interactions between factors, a least square means test was used 
with slices to isolate factors. Each of these statistical tests was run at a significance 
level of 0.05. 
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Chapter 4. Testing Results 
EFFECTIVE TURNING RADIUS 
The effective turning radii were measured on established grass, loose soil, and dry 
pavement. The effective turning radii were measured using the GPS location of the 
front and rear axle of the vehicle and measured by hand on the ground for a portion 
of the samples to verify the results. The effective turning radii for both modes of 
steering were the distances from the center of the turning circle to the respective 
axle. In order to determine the turning radii from the GPS data, the front and rear 
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Figure 4-1. Plot of conventional turning radius on grass. Drawing of 
vehicle serves to illustrate the difference in radii between front and rear. 
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Figure 4-2. Plot of coordinated turning radius on grass. 
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The tests showed that the effective turning radius for coordinated steering was 
significantly smaller than for conventional steering. The average turning radius for 
the front was 13.0 ft (13.4 ft rear)± 0.2 ft for coordinated steering and 23.5 ft (19.5 ft 
rear) ± 0.3 ft for conventional steering measuring it while the vehicle was turning 
counterclockwise (Table 4-1 ). There was also a significant difference between radii 
for the vehicle turning clockwise vs. counterclockwise for both coordinated and 
conventional steering. The clockwise averages were for the front 13.4 ft (13.9 ft 
rear)± 0.3 ft for coordinated steering and 23.8 ft (19.8 ft rear) ±0.5 ft (Table 4-1 ). 
The statistical tests showed that the turning radius for coordinated steering varied 
significantly from one ground condition to another, although the magnitude of this 
difference was less than 0.5 ft. 
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Table 4-1. Turning radius results summary for conventional and coordinated steering in the clockwise 


















19. f1 (0.33) 
As shown in Table 4-1, there is a about 0.5 ft (4%) difference between the front and 
rear turning radii for coordinated steering. Some of this difference could have been 
caused by the tread spacing on the vehicle. Due to frame limitations on the 
prototype sprayer vehicle, the rear tread was set about 4 inches wider than the front 
tread. Another possible source of this difference was the steering sensor calibration. 
Error at the ends of the third order calibration curves (Appendix A) could have 
caused the rear wheels to not turn as sharp as the front wheels, resulting in the rear 
radius being larger. 
L L 
Coordinated steering Conventional steering 
Figure 4-3. Bicycle representation of sprayer for turning radius explanation. At low speeds turning 
radius is a function of the steering angle of the wheels and the wheelbase of the vehicle. 
(28) 
where: 
R = distance from geometrical center of vehicle to center of turning circle (ft) 
8r,8t = average steering angle of front and rear wheels (rad) 
Rt = distance from center of front axle to center of turning circle (ft) 
Rr = distance from center of rear axle to center of turning circle (ft) 
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Assuming a bicycle model, the theoretical turning radius for coordinated steering and 
conventional steering was computed using equation 28 (Gillespie, 1992). Using this 
equation and the Pythagorean theorem, the turning radius for coordinated steering 
was computed as 12.8 ft for both front and rear (Figure 4-3). For conventional 
steering, the theoretical turning radius was 24.5 ft for front axle and 20.1 ft for the 
rear axle. The actual test data for turning radius was on average within 3% of the 
predicted value. This showed that the bicycle model provided a suitable 
approximation of the vehicle steering system at low speeds. 
HEADLAND PERFORMANCE 
The measurements derived from the headland performance tests were the distance 
required for the vehicle to align with the rows when entering the crop, the headland 
width required for turning, and the total area of crop damage during a turn. 
Aligning Distance: 
The distance required for the vehicle to align with the rows when entering the crop 
was determined by measuring the distance from the start of the crop rows to the 
center of the boom when the vehicle was aligned with the crop rows to within an 
error level of 5 degrees (Figure 4-4 ). A larger distance allows the operator more 
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150 ft 
AD = (latb1 - latb2 - 150 )/2 
where: 
AD= average aligning distance {ft) 
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(29) 
latb1 = latitude of center of boom at end 1. (ft) 
latb2 = latitude of center of boom at end 2. (ft) 
I ----------------~---------------', ... _____________ ,/ latb2 
Figure 4-4. Figure shows how the aligning distance was computed. The latitude of the boom 
was measured when the vehicle was aligned with the crop rows to within 5°. 
There were significant differences in aligning distances between conventional and 
coordinated steering as well as between the grass and soil surfaces. In coordinated 
steering, the operator had an increase of 18.3 ft (± 2.4 ft) of aligning distance on 
grass and 12.7 ft(± 1.2 ft) of aligning distance on soil over conventional steering 
(Table 4-2). This would equate to about two to three more seconds of time if the 
vehicle is traveling at 4 mph. The tests also showed that there was not statistical 
evidence that the mean aligning distance of the two drivers were different. The 
aligning distance appeared to be closely related to the effective turning radius of the 
vehicle. For coordinated steering, the smaller turning radius allowed the vehicle to 
be straightened in a shorter distance following a turning maneuver. 
Table 4-2. Summary of aligning distances for coordinated and conventional steering on 
grass and soil surfaces. 
Aligning Distance Summary 
Coordinated Steering 
Grass (ft) Soil (ft) 
Mean: 27.41 30.94 
St Dev: 2.07 1.63 
Conventional Steering 








There was a significant difference between the aligning distances between the two 
soil surfaces. This appears to have been related to the sharpness of the turn 
achieved by the drivers. During the soil tests the drivers achieved a larger yaw rate, 
and the duration of the turn was not as long as that for the grass test (Figure 4-5). 
This more gradual turning maneuver on the grass surface did not straighten the 
vehicle as quickly, hence a smaller aligning distance than on soil. This difference 
was most likely caused by driver style variability over time as the soil and grass tests 
were conducted four weeks apart. 
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Figure 4-5. Plot of yaw rate in headland management test for driver 1 on grass and soil surfaces in 
conventional steering. Driver used more gradual turn on grass leading to a shorter aligning distance. 
Headland Width: 
The headland width required to turn in the headlands was computed from the 
headland management test data. This distance should be minimized in order to 
have smaller headland areas, which are generally lower yielding areas and also 
lower total field efficiency. This headland width was measured by subtracting the 
average location of the outside boom tip while operating in the first headland from 
the average location of the outside boom tip while operating in the opposite 
headland (Figure 4-6). The field length was then subtracted and the width divided 
by two in order to determine the individual headland width required . 




HW = (latb1 - latb2 - 150 )/2 
where: 
(30) 
150 ft HW = average headland width (ft) 
latb1 = ave. latitude of boom tip at end 1. (ft) 
latb2 = ave. latitude of boom tip at end 2. (ft) 
\ ~- ,' ', ... ____  _____ ... ,' __________ 1atb2 
Figure 4-6. Figure shows how the headland width was computed. The latitude of the outside 
boom tip was measured when the vehicle was traveling perpendicular with the crop rows to 
within 10°. 
Statistical tests showed that were significant differences between steering modes, 
regardless of driver or surface. Coordinated steering required on average 3.0 ft (± 
.3) feet less headland to turn around than conventional steering (Table 4-3). The 
least square means test showed that on the loose soil surface, there was a 
significant difference between the drivers. Also for Driver 1, there was a significant 
difference between established grass and loose soil headland widths. Since there 
was no significant evidence that there was vehicle dynamic differences caused by 
the surface types, the variability for Driver 1 on different surfaces was most likely 
caused by driver variability from one testing time to another as the test for grass and 
soil were conducted about 4 weeks apart. 
Table 4-3. Summary of headland width results. The results show that there is a significant 
difference in headland width between modes of steering. There was also significant variability in 
between soil surfaces for driver 1 in coordinated steering. 
Headland Width, ft 
Conventional Coordinated Mode Difference 
Grass Soil Grass Soil Grass Soil 
Driver 1 
Ave: 75.24 77.60 72.64 74.53 2.60 3.07 
St Dev: 1.21 1.38 0.16 0.76 0.45 0.44 
Driver 2 
Ave: 75.79 75.78 72.58 72.68 3.22 3.07 
St Dev: 0.44 0.38 1.45 0.44 0.45 0.41 
Combined Averages 
Ave: 76.10 73.11 2.99 
St Dev: 0.85 0.45 0.66 
Wheel Damage: 
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The distance covered by the rear wheels when they were not following the front 
wheels (Figures 4-7,4-8) during a headland turning operation was measured in order 
to estimate the difference in crop damage caused by conventional vs. coordinated 
steering. The distance in which the rear wheel tracks were not following the front 
tracks was measured by finding the distance from the rear tire location to where the 
front tire had prev'iously passed over. The smallest off-tracking between the position 
of the rear tire and several points of where the front tire had been was computed. 
When this off-tracking exceeded the threshold of 0. 75 ft. during a turning operation, 
the rear wheel track was considered as not following the front wheel track (Figures 
4-9, 4-10). Note the systematic spikes of approximate magnitude 1.0 were caused 
by a computer buffer overrun during data collection every four seconds for a duration 
of 0.2 seconds. This did not affect the results as the damage was only recorded 
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Figure 4-9. Plot of off-tracking distance between front and rear wheel tracks during the headland 
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Figure 4-10. Plot of off-tracking distance between front and rear wheel tracks during the headland 
performance test in coordinated steering. Peak off-tracking occurred during the headland turns. 
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A statistical analysis of the crop damage data shows that there was a signifi.cant 
difference between steering modes for both drivers and surface levels. The mean 
damage area of a complete round on the test track was 418.8 ft2 with a standard 
deviation of 22.1 ft2 for conventional steering, while coordinated steering had a mean 
of 294.0 ft with a standard deviation of 22.5 ft (Table 4-4 ). In coordinated steering, 
there was a significantly larger amount of damage on soil than on grass. The 
damage was 10.3 % greater on soil than on grass. This likely was caused by driver 
style variability (see aligning distance discussion). There also was a significant 
difference between Driver 1 damage and Driver 2 damage in coordinated steering. 
On average, driver 1 had 8.4 % more damage in coordinated steering than Driver 2. 
These results illustrate that there is more driver variability in the coordinated steering 
mode. 
Table 4-4. Summary of headland damage data. There was a significant difference in damage 
caused by the rear wheels between mode of steering. There was also a significant difference 
between the grass and soil surfaces in the coordinated steering mode. 
Headland Damage, ft2 
Conventional Coordinated Mode Difference 
Grass Soil Grass Soil Grass Soil 
Driver 1 
Ave: 427.39 414.53 290.84 321.85 136.55 92.68 
St Dev: 32.31 10.63 18.41 4.08 25.36 7.36 
Driver 2 
Ave: 431.87 401.51 266.94 296.23 164.93 105.28 
St Dev: 14.19 15.93 5.36 11.31 9.78 13.62 
Combined Averages 
Ave: 418.83 293.97 124.86 
St Dev: 22.50 22.13 22.31 
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LATERAL PATH ADJUSTMENT 
The amount of area over/undersprayed during a lateral path adjustment was 
calculated using the GPS data collected. To determine the over/underspray error, 
the distance traveled by the outside tip of the boom in one GPS increment was 
compared to the distance traveled by the boom at the center of the vehicle (Figure 4-
11 ). If this ratio exceeded the error threshold of 1.25, that increment was considered 
an error increment. The total error for the path was computed by summing the 
distance traveled during error increments times the width of the boom (90 ft). For 
the error in crab steering, in addition to the boom tip speed error, the velocity 
traveled by the rear GPS receiver was compared to the longitudinal velocity of the 
boom. If ratio of GPS receiver speed to longitudinal velocity of the boom was 
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Figure 4-11. Plot of boom positions during the lateral path adjustment test in three 
different modes of steering. 
The results from the lateral adjustment test show that there was a significant 
difference in spraying error between the modes of steering. The average of six 
repetitions with three drivers showed that for both loose soil and grass conditions, 
the most error occurred in the coordinated steering mode, while the least error 
occurred in the crab steering mode (Table 4-5). As a reference, the approximate 
total area traveled during the path test was 22,500 ft2. 
Table 4-5. Summary of parallel path results. Results showed there was a significant 
difference between modes of steering. There also was a significant difference between drivers 
in coordinated steering mode. 
Parallel Path Error Area, ft2 
Conventional Coordinated Crab 
Grass Soil Grass Soil Grass Soil 
Driver 1 
Ave: 8200 8519 10063 10380 2921 3598 
St Dev: 486 1044 530 626 515 1092 
Driver 2 
Ave: 8453 8180 8197 8474 3280 3684 
St Dev: 478 521 650 722 642 351 
Driver 3 
Ave: 8729 9206 11528 10855 2684 3262 
St Dev: 492 681 2316 1536 553 740 
Combined Averages 
Ave: 8548 9916 3239 
St Dev: 680 1690 637 
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Another result of the test was a significant difference in error between drivers. 
Further statistical analysis of this error showed that the difference between drivers 
was only significant in the coordinated steering mode (Table 4-5). This error is most 
likely due to the experience level of the driver. Driver 2 had the most experience 
driving the vehicle in coordinated mode, while Driver 3 had never driven the vehicle 
before. Driver 1 had limited experience driving the vehicle in coordinated steering. 
From these results it was concluded that as a driver gains more experience with the 
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coordinated steering system, they should be able to drive the vehicle more 
efficiently. Driving the sprayer vehicle in conventional steering is a skill that comes 
naturally for drivers who drive a conventionally steered vehicle (automobile, truck, 
etc.) on a regular basis. Driving in coordinated steering, however, is much different 
than conventional steering and requires the driver to develop a skill to drive 
efficiently. 
As boom lengths on sprayers become longer, the yaw rate of the vehicle becomes 
very important. The results from the lateral path adjustment test show that the yaw 
rate was the largest for coordinated steering, while the yaw rate for crab steering 
was negligible (Figures 4-12,4-13,4-14). For this test at a vehicle velocity of 6 mph, 
the yaw rates for coordinated steering peaked between about 0.4 and 0.5 rad/sec, 
while conventional peaked between about 0.25 and 0.35 rad/sec. For crab steering 
the yaw rates never exceeded 0.1 rad/sec and usually was less than 0.05 rad/sec. 
This result shows that with crab steering, lateral corrections can be made without 
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Figure 4-12. Plot of yaw rates for parallel path test for Driver 1 in the three different 
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Figure 4-13. Plot of yaw rates for parallel path test for Driver 2 in the three different 
modes of steering. 
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Figure 4-14. Plot of yaw rates for parallel path test for Driver 3 in the three different 




The sprayer was driven along a straight path on a hillside with established grass with 
a slope ranging between 7.5% and 14 %. With an empty tank, there was little lateral 
slippage in either conventional or crab steering. The vehicle weight was about 
21,500 pounds with the tank empty and the weight was distributed 36.1 % 
front/63.9% rear. With a full tank, the vehicle weighed about 37% more (29,4501bs) 
and the weight was distributed 31.1 %/68.9%. This extra weight and shift of center of 
gravity caused the rear of the vehicle to slip downhill while the front still did not slip 
much. The result of this was that in crab steering, in order to keep on the path, the 
driver was unable to correct for the slippage. If the operator steered uphill in crab 
mode, the front wheels caused the vehicle to deviate from the path, while the rear 
steering wasn't enough to overcome the slippage. In conventional steering, the 
driver would turn uphill to overcome the rear slippage, then have to turn downhill to 
keep on the path. The result of this test shows that an independent rear offset angle 
would be required in order to overcome the rear slippage without changing vehicle 
heading. 
The phenomena observed in the hillside test can be explained mathematically 
(Figure 4-15). At low wheel slip angles, the tractive forces of the tires are linear and 
proportional to the slip angle of the wheels (Chapter 2, Eq 17). When these tractive 
forces exceed one half the normal force times the friction coefficient the tires then 
become nonlinear (Chapter 2, Eq 18). In the case of the full tank with the rear 
slipping downhill, and the front not slipping, it appears that the rear tires are in the 
nonlinear range while the front remain in the linear range. In this case, the rear 
wheels can't generate enough side force to overcome the rear slippage. 
Another factor that adds to this problem is that when the center of gravity is in the 
rear of the vehicle, the lever arm for the rear wheels is shorter than for the front 
wheels. As the load continues to be shifted back (sprayer tank filled with water), this 
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lever arm problem is exacerbated. This shows mathematically that a larger steer 
angle would be needed in the rear to overcome a heading change due to lateral rear 
wheel slippage. The offset required by the rear wheels to overcome the slippage 
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Figure 4-15. Bicycle representation of forces acting on sprayer vehicle 
during hillside operation. 
Hillside Equations: 
e = tan-1(slope%/100) 
Fyrs = W*a/L*sin 0 
Fyts = W*b/L *sin 0 
LMcg=(Fyts - Fyt)*a+(Fy.-Fyrs)*b = lzz *rdot 
where: 
e = angle of slope (rad) 
W = weight of vehicle (lb) 
a = distance from front tire to center of gravity (ft) 
b = distance from rear tire to center of gravity (ft) 
L = wheel base of vehicle (ft) 
Fyrs = lateral gravity force on rear wheels (lb) 
Fyts = lateral gravity force on front wheels (lb) 
Fyr = lateral tractive force on rear tires (lb) 
Fyt = lateral tractive force on front tires (lb) 
lzz = moment of inertia about center of gravity (lb-ft2) 
122 = moment of inertia about center of gravity (lb-ft2) 






Chapter 5. Conclusions and Recommendations 
This research has shown that robust, reliable, multi-mode electrohydraulic steering 
can be achieved using microprocessor control. In addition, it was shown that a 
simple dynamic vehicle model provides a good approximation of actual vehicle 
performance. Perhaps the most important result from the research showed that 
each mode of steering holds distinct performance advantages and disadvantages in 
different driving maneuvers. These advantages and disadvantages will be useful in 
applying infinitely variable steering to achieve optimal vehicle performance in the 
future. 
CONVENTIONAL STEERING 
This research found that conventional steering was the most user friendly for 
operators who had never driven a self-propelled sprayer. The conventional steering 
mode is important because there may be times when this vehicle is operated by 
untrained users. This holds particular importance while operating the vehicle on a 
road where the vehicle speed can reach nearly 30 mph. The multi-mode steering 
system implemented was steer-by-wire, which means there is no mechanical linkage 
between the steering wheel and the rear wheels. The conventional mode of steering 
had the option of shutting off the controller to lock the rear wheels in their center 
position for on road transport. 
COORDINATED STEERING 
Coordinated steering increased the maneuverability of the vehicle. This is important 
for low speed operations with the vehicle, such as turning in headlands, spraying in 
odd shaped fields, and following contours. As shown in Chapter 4, the increased 
maneuverability of coordinated steering can increase the spray efficiency and 
accuracy as well as increase the field efficiency. The smaller turning radius of 
coordinated steering also may reduce the time needed to turn around in tight 
situations such as point rows. 
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Coordinated steering increased the vehicle yaw rate achieved from the same 
steering input by about 1.5 times the yaw rate of conventional steering. This raises 
some concern about the roll stability of the sprayer vehicle in coordinated steering as 
the yaw rate and vehicle velocity are the two steady state parameters in calculating 
lateral acceleration of the vehicle. From the comments of Driver 1 and Driver 2, it is 
recommended that the sprayer not be operated over about 8 mph in coordinated 
steering if the wheels are allowed to turn from lock to lock. 
CRAB STEERING 
Crab steering has great advantages over conventional and coordinated steering in 
lateral path adjustments. As discussed in Chapter 4, the over/underspray area is 
much smaller than that of either the conventional or coordinated steering modes. In 
addition, the degree to which the over/underspray did occur was much less severe 
than in the other modes of steering. Another advantage of crab steering is that the 
yaw rates in making lateral adjustments are negligible. This is very important for 
sprayers as yaw rates are a limiting factor in the design of longer booms. 
Crab steering by itself, did not provide a suitable solution to sidehill slippage. The 
hypothesis was that crab should perform best on a uniform sidehill and that the 
weight distribution and moment arms differences would balance out (Figure 4-15). It 
appears the reason this hypothesis does not hold true is the nonlinear nature of the 
tires. In order to overcome this nonlinear tire situation, the rear wheels would need 
to have an offset steering angle which was independent of the front wheel angles. 
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FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES 
There are several technologies that could build upon the findings in this research. 
The availability of infinite modes of steering provides revolutionary opportunities to 
enhance vehicle performance. With this research, the tools are in place to 
implement autoguidance of the sprayer vehicle. Future research could bring the 
GPS position into a computer, process the information and based on the GPS 
information, command steering angles to the steering valves. However, the current 
accuracy of the GPS system on the vehicle would limit the performance of the 
autoguidance system. 
Path planning is a technology in which the path in which the vehicle should travel is 
preplanned. This research provides many tools to achieve path planning accurately 
and efficiently. The dynamic vehicle model developed, with some improvements of 
vehicle parameters (tire stiffness, moment of inertia, pitch and roll degrees of 
freedom, etc.), could be an invaluable tool in predicting how the vehicle will respond 
to steering inputs. This would allow the controller to determine which mode of 
steering would best be suited to achieve maneuvers in the path. Also the 
advantages and disadvantages determined in this research could be used in the 
path planning software to decide which mode to use in each maneuver to achieve 
accurate and efficient spray performance. 
Active boom suspension is desired in order to increase the lengths of spray booms 
and still allow the vehicle to travel at high speeds in the field. The dynamic vehicle 
model, as well as testing results, could be used to predict yaw rate based on 
steering input and vehicle velocity. This could be used to activate the boom 
suspension before the yaw rate is actually achieved. This would lead to a fast, feed 
forward suspension system. 
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Auto crab would be a welcome addition for operators on hillside conditions. This 
could be implemented in a number of different ways. The heading of the vehicle 
could be sensed using GPS data, then the rear wheels steered independently of the 
front in order to overcome the rear slippage of the vehicle. The GPS receivers used 
in this project were not accurate enough to be used for this application. Also an 
inclinometer could be used to measure the slope the vehicle is on, then predict what 
the slippage would be based on the amount of fluid in the spray tank. 
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Appendix A. Calibration Curves 
Left Front Sensor Calibration 
Full Range 
= 0.9741x3 - 6.5611x2 + 33.318x - 66.0 
R2 = 0.9998 
1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 
Sensor Reading (V) 
5 
• Left Front Sensor 
+ LF 7/24 
-Poly. (LF 7/24) 
Figure A-1. Plot of third order calibration curve for left front steering sensor. 
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Figure A-2. Plot of third order calibration curve for right front steering sensor. 
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Left Rear Steering Angle Calibration 
y = -1.2305x3 + 11.184x2 - 51.845x + 66.4 
R2 = 0.9996 
1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 
Sensor Reading (V) 
Plot of third order calibration curve for left rear steering sensor. 
Right Rear Sensor Calibration 
y = 0.4462x3 - 3.2492x2 + 29.858x - 52.6 
R2 = 0.9995 
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Figure A-4. Plot of third order calibration curve for right rear steering sensor. 
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Appendix B. Steering Program Listing. 
II/ I I Ill Ill Ill I II II II Ill Ill II Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill II Ill II /I II Ill Ill 
// steering program( dbcomp 16re }.c 
// calibrations from 7 /24/01 using full range 
II k=1.0, deadband region +/- .5 from center 
Ill /I II I// Ill Ill Ill II II Ill /I/// II II /I /I II /I Ill II II/ Ill II /I Ill 
//timing delay function 
void msdelay (long sd) 
{ 
auto unsigned long t2; 
t2=MS_ TIMER; 
for (t2=MS_ TIMER; MS_ TIMER<(sd+t2}; }; 
} 
/II I Ill II II /I/// Ill //I II Ill II /I II II II Ill /I////// II Ill //I /I II 
//prototypes 
int check_DIP _switch(void); 
int check_Remote(void); 
void steeringmodeO(void}; 
II reads from DIP switch & updates steering mode 
II reads the remote switch if DIP= 0 
// steering mode O operations 
void steeringmode1 (void}; // steering mode 1 operations 
void steeringmode2(void}; II steering mode 2 operations 
void steeringmode3(void); II steering mode 3 operations 
II /I II II /II /I II II ///////II //I/// II II II/ Ill////// II II II Ill //I 
//global variables 
short g_digitalin[20], g_digitalout[20]; 
int g_ioslotnum, g_adcslotnum, g_dacslotnum, g_outputnum; 
float to, t1; 
Ill II/// Ill ////I//// Ill /II //////I/ /II Ill II// II II Ill/// II/// 
///////FUNCTIONS//////////// 
//main function 




auto int channel, i, j, steeringmode, counter; 
brdlnit(}; 
g_ioslotnum = 1; 
g_adcslotnum = 3; 
g_dacslotnum = 5; 
//configure system 
/////read adc calibration coefficients from eeprom 
for (channel=O; channe1<=10; channel++) 
{ 
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while (analnEERd{ChanAddr{g_adcslotnum, channel))); 
} 
/I/I/read dac calibration coefficients from eeprom 
for {channel=O; channel<=?; channel++) 
{ 
while ( anaOutEERd{ ChanAddr(g_ dacslotnum, channel))); 
} 
I/Ill configure all outputs to zero volts and enable output 
for (g_outputnum=O; g_outputnum<=7; g_outputnum++) 
{ 
} 
while (anaOutEERd{ChanAddr(g_dacslotnum, g_outputnum))); 
anaOutVolts(ChanAddr(g_dacslotnum, g_outputnum), 0.0); 
anaOutEnable(); 
///I/run steering system 
}//end main(} 
tO = MS_ TIMER; 
t1 = MS_ TIMER; 
while(1) 
{ 
//check DIP switch every 100 milliseconds 
if(MS_TIMER- tO >= 100) 
{ 
tO = MS_ TIMER; 
//reset timer 
steeringmode = check_DIP _switch(}; //update steering mode 
} 
if(MS_TIMER - t1 >= 10) 
{ 
t1 = MS_TIMER; 
switch(steeringmode) //call appropriate steering sequence 
{ 
case 1 : //coordinated 4-wheel steering mode 
steeringmode1 (); 
break; 
case 2: //two-wheel steering mode 
steeringmode2(); 
break; 
case 3: //crab 4-wheel steering mode 
steeringmode3(); 
break; 





}//end if(t1 >= 10) 
}//end while(1) 
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I/I Ill I/ I Ill I I/I I II II I I I I I I I II I I I/I II I I I I/I Ill I I I I/I I I I I I I I I Ill I/I I Ill I Ill 
int check_DIP _switch (void) 
{ 
auto int steeringmode, channel; 
I/Ill reading dip switch input and displaying on the LED ///// 
for (channel=O; channel<=?; channel++) 
{ 
} 
g_digitalin[channel] = digln(ChanAddr(g_ioslotnum, channel)); 
g_digitalout[channel]=g_digitalin[channel]; 
digOut(ChanAddr(g_ioslotnum,channel),g_digitalout[channel]); 




























} //end else 
if(steeringmode == 0) 
{ 
steeringmode = check_Remote(); 
} 
return steeringmode; 
}// end check_DIP _switch() 
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/ I Ill Ill Ill Ill II II II II II II II II Ill II II II II II Ill II II II Ill II II II II II II II Ill II 
///// Mode 1, Coordinated 4-wheel steering IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
void steeringmode1 (void) 
{ 
II 
auto float leftfrontraw; 
auto float leftrearraw; 
auto float rightfrontraw; 
auto float rightrearraw; 
auto float leftfrontangle; 
auto float leftrearangle; 
auto float rightfrontangle; 
auto float rightrearangle; 
auto float avefrontangle; 
auto float averearangle; 
auto float steer; 
auto float k; 
auto float rearvalveout; 
k=1.0; 
Reading in voltages from all four sensors 
leftfrontraw = analnVolts(ChanAddr(g_adcslotnum, 1 )); 
rightfrontraw = analnVolts(ChanAddr(g_adcslotnum,2)); 
leftrearraw = analnVolts(ChanAddr(g_adcslotnum,3}); 
rightrearraw = analn Volts( ChanAddr(g_ adcslotn um ,4) ); 
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II Using the calibration curves to output angle from the sensor voltage readings 
leftfrontangle = .9741 * pow(leftfrontraw,3) - 6.5611 * pow(leftfrontraw,2) + 33.318 * leftfrontraw -66.0; 
rightfrontangle = -0.754 * pow(rightfrontraw,3) + 6.6976 * pow(rightfrontraw,2) -39.965 * rightfrontraw 
+ 69.3; 
leftrearangle = -1.2305 * pow(leftrearraw,3) + 11.184 * pow(leftrearraw,2) - 51.845 * leftrearraw + 
66.4; 





averaging the left and right angles for both front and rear 
avefrontangle = (leftfrontangle - rightfrontangle)/2; 
averearangle = (leftrearangle - rightrearangle )/2; 
determining the amount of the front and rear differ by 
steer = avefrontangle - averearangle; 
determining if valve output is saturated 





rearvalveout = 9.02; 
} 
else if(steer*k < -3.0) 
{ 
rearvalveout = 3.02; 
} 
eliminating valve deadband 
else 
{ 
rearvalveout =steer* k + 6.02; 
if( (rearvalveout < 6.52) && (rearvalveout > 6.07)) 
{ 
rearvalveout = 6.52; 
} 
else if( (rearvalveout > 5.52) && (rearvalveout < 5.97)) 
{ 
rearvalveout = 5.52; 
} 
} 
sending voltage output to the valve 
anaOutVolts( ChanAddr(g_ dacslotnum ,2),rearvalveout); 
II/ II I/I I I/I I/I Ill I/I I/I I/I I II II Ill I I I I I I Ill II Ill I I I /I /I II/ Ill Ill 
///// Mode 2, 2-wheel steering IIIIIII/IIIIII/IIIIIIIIIII/IIIIIII 
void steeringmode2(void) 
{ 
auto float leftrearraw; 
auto float rightrearraw; 
auto float steer; 
auto float k; 
auto float leftrearangle; 
auto float rightrearangle; 
auto float averearangle; 
auto float rearvalveout; 
k=1.0; 
leftrearraw = analnVolts(ChanAddr(g_adcslotnum,3)); 
rightrearraw = analnVolts(ChanAddr(g_adcslotnum,4)); 
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leftrearangle = -1.2305 * pow(leftrearraw,3) + 11.184 * pow(leftrearraw,2) -
51.845 * leftrearraw + 66.4; 
rightrearangle = 0.4462 * pow (rightrearraw,3) - 3.2492 * pow(rightrearraw,2) 
+ 29.858 * rightrearraw -52.6; 
averearangle = (leftrearangle - rightrearangle )/2; 
steer = -averearangle; 
} 
if((steer*k) > 3.0) 
{ 
rearvalveout = 9.02; 
} 





rearvalveout = 3.02; 
rearvalveout =steer* k + 6.02; 
if( (rearvalveout < 6.52) && (rearvalveout > 6.07)) 
{ 
rearvalveout = 6.52; 
} 
else if( (rearvalveout > 5.52) && (rearvalveout < 5.97)) 
{ 
rearvalveout = 5.52; 
} 
} 
anaOutVolts( ChanAddr{g_ dacslotnum ,2),rearvalveout); 
II/ Ill /I Ill Ill II Ill Ill I/Ill/ Ill II Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill I Ill Ill I Ill II Ill Ill II 
I/Ill Mode 3, Crab steering IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
void steeringmode3(void) 
{ 
auto float leftfrontraw; 
auto float leftrearraw; 
auto float rightfrontraw; 
auto float rightrearraw; 
auto float leftfrontangle; 
auto float leftrearangle; 
auto float rightfrontangle; 
auto float rightrearangle; 
auto float avefrontangle; 
auto float averearangle; 
auto float steer; 
auto float k; 
auto float rearvalveout; 
k=1.0; 
//Reading in voltages from all four sensors 
leftfrontraw = analnVolts(ChanAddr(g_adcslotnum, 1 )); 
rightfrontraw = analnVolts{ChanAddr(g_adcslotnum,2)); 
leftrearraw = analnVolts(ChanAddr(g_adcslotnum,3)); 
rightrearraw = ana In Volts( ChanAddr(g_ adcslotnum ,4) ); 
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//Using the calibration curves to output angle from the sensor voltage readings 
leftfrontangle = .9741 * pow(leftfrontraw,3)- 6.5611 * pow(leftfrontraw,2) + 33.318 * leftfrontraw-
65.60; 
67 
rightfrontangle = -0.754 * pow(rightfrontraw,3) + 6.6976 * pow(rightfrontraw,2) -39.965 * rightfrontraw 
+ 68.9; 
leftrearangle = -1.2305 * pow(leftrearraw,3) + 11.184 * pow(leftrearraw,2) - 51.845 * leftrearraw + 
66.4; 









averaging the left and right angles for both front and rear 
avefrontangle = {leftfrontangle - rightfrontangle )/2; 
averearangle = (leftrearangle - rightrearangle )/2; 
error lights for exceeding certain angle limits 
red light at +/- 25 degrees 
if ((avefrontangle > 25) II (avefrontangle <-25)) 
{ 
digOut( ChanAddr(g_ioslotnum ,4 ),O); 
} 







digOut{ChanAddr(g_ioslotnum,4), 1 ); 
digOut{ChanAddr(g_ioslotnum,5), 1 ); 
red light at +/- 25 degrees 
determining the amount of the front and rear differ by 
steer= -(avefrontangle + averearangle); 
determining if valve output is saturated 
if((steer*k) > 3.0) 
{ 
rearvalveout = 9.02; 
} 
else if(steer*k < -3.0) 
{ 
rearvalveout = 3.02; 
} 






rearvalveout = steer * k + 6.02; 
if( (rearvalveout < 6.52) && (rearvalveout > 6.07)) 
{ 
rearvalveout = 6.52; 
} 
else if( (rearvalveout > 5.52) && (rearvalveout < 5.97)) 
{ 
rearvalveout = 5.52; 
} 
sending voltage output to the valve 
anaOutVolts(ChanAddr(g_dacslotnum,2),rearvalveout); 




auto int steeringmode, option1, option2; 
option1 = digln(ChanAddr(g_ioslotnum, 4)); 
option2 = digln(ChanAddr(g_ioslotnum, 5)); 
if( option 1 == 0) 
{ 
steeringmode = 1 ; 
digOut(ChanAddr(g_ioslotnum,4 ),O); 
} 
else if(option2 == 0) 
{ 





steeringmode = 2; 
} 
msdelay(2); 
digOut(ChanAddr(g_ioslotnum,4 ), 1 ); 
digOut(ChanAddr(g_ioslotnum,5), 1 ); 
return steeringmode; 
Ill /II I II I I /II II I I /II I I I I I I II I I /II I I I I I /II /II Ill I I I I I I I I I I /II Ill I I I /II I I II 
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Appendix C. Data Tables 
Table C-1. Complete turning radius data. 
Established Grass 
Coordinated Steering Conventional Steering 
cw cw 
Trial Front Rear Trial Front Rear 
1 12.68 13.60 1 23.65 19.70 
2 12.88 13.68 2 23.74 19.44 
3 12.89 13.79 3 23.65 19.87 
4 12.97 13.77 4 23.94 19.12 
Ave 12.86 13.71 Ave 23.75 19.53 
StDev 0.12 0.09 StDev 0.14 0.33 
ccw ccw 
Trial Front Rear Trial Front Rear 
1 13.10 13.40 1 23.30 18.97 
2 13.03 13.32 2 23.54 19.32 
3 13.16 13.47 3 23.87 19.50 
4 13.09 13.36 4 23.50 19.10 
Ave 13.10 13.39 Ave 23.55 19.22 
StDev 0.05 0.06 StDev 0.24 0.23 
Loose Soil 
Coordinated Steering Conventional Steering 
cw cw 
Trial Front Rear Trial Front Rear 
1 13.78 13.85 1 23.81 19.89 
2 13.56 14.04 2 24.25 20.36 
3 13.69 14.25 3 24.19 20.36 
4 14.02 14.30 4 24.22 20.22 
Ave 13.76 14.11 Ave 24.12 20.21 
StDev 0.19 0.21 StDev 0.21 0.22 
ccw ccw 
Trial Front Rear Trial Front Rear 
1 13.06 13.84 1 23.28 19.46 
2 12.98 13.27 2 22.90 18.67 
3 13.30 13.39 3 23.30 18.86 
4 13.00 13.50 4 23.50 18.90 
Ave 13.09 13.50 Ave 23.25 18.97 
StDev 0.15 0.25 StDev 0.25 0.34 
Pavement 
Coordinated Steering Conventional Steering 
cw cw 
Trial Front Rear Trial Front Rear 
1 13.51 14.04 1 22.46 18.97 
2 13.49 13.94 2 23.87 19.87 
3 13.58 13.97 3 23.93 19.87 
4 13.73 14.07 4 24.20 20.03 
Ave 13.58 14.01 Ave 23.62 19.69 
StDev 0.11 0.06 StDev 0.78 0.48 
ccw ccw 
Trial Front Rear Trial Front Rear 
1 12.78 13.42 1 23.32 18.61 
2 12.81 13.21 2 23.63 19.22 
3 12.84 13.37 3 23.67 19.32 
4 12.85 13.42 4 23.73 19.39 
Ave 12.82 13.36 Ave 23.59 19.14 
StDev 0.03 0.10 StDev 0.18 0.36 
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Table C-2. Complete aligning distance results. 
Aligning Distance Test Results 
Driver 1 Driver 2 
Conventional Grass Conventional Grass 
5° Error Level 5° Error Level 
End1 End2 Align Dist End1 End2 Align Dist 
2064.97 2222.29 3.66 2069.49 2241.48 11.00 
2063.50 2228.83 7.66 2074.20 2242.58 9.19 
2063.93 2237.26 11.67 2075.91 2241.72 7.90 
2063.62 2240.36 13.37 2072.06 2236.71 7.33 
2071.32 2241.17 9.92 2074.08 2242.76 9.34 
Ave 2065.47 2233.98 9.26 Ave 2073.15 2241.05 8.95 
StDev 3.32 8.16 3.78 StDev 2.46 2.49 1.43 
Driver 1 Driver 2 
Conventional Soil Conventional Soil 
5° Error Level 5° Error Level 
End1 End2 Align Dist End1 End2 Align Dist 
2580.18 2770.77 20.30 2583.60 2772.00 19.20 
2579.64 2772.97 21.67 2582.26 2771.27 19.50 
2579.88 2771.99 21.05 2583.91 2772.30 19.20 
2582.14 2770.17 19.02 2583.36 2773.03 19.84 
2584.94 2773.03 19.05 2582.99 2772.49 19.75 
Ave 2581.36 2771.79 20.22 Ave 2583.22 2772.22 19.50 
StDev 2.23 1.29 1.19 StDev 0.64 0.65 0.30 
Driver 1 Driver 2 
Coordinated Grass Coordinated Grass 
5° Error Level 5° Error Level 
End1 End2 Align Dist End1 End2 Align Dist 
2049.88 2247.71 23.92 2054.83 2260.18 27.68 
2049.02 2249.67 25.33 2056.23 2261.16 27.46 
2052.02 2261.95 29.96 2056.54 2258.22 25.84 
2050.61 2260.61 30.00 2053.73 2259.08 27.68 
2052.26 2261.71 29.72 2055.75 2258.77 26.51 
Ave 2050.76 2256.33 27.79 Ave 2055.42 2259.48 27.03 
StDev 1.38 7.03 2.93 StDev 1.14 1.18 0.82 
Driver 1 Driver 2 
Coordinated Soil Coordinated Soil 
5° Error Level 5° Error Level 
End1 End2 Align Dist End1 End2 Align Dist 
2566.61 2782.63 33.01 2570.88 2782.94 31.03 
2566.87 2783.07 33.10 2570.52 2782.83 31.16 
2567.65 2783.85 33.10 2569.74 2782.81 31.54 
2567.29 2786.18 34.44 2570.58 2781.85 30.64 
2569.66 2784.05 32.20 2573.21 2782.21 29.50 
Ave 2567.62 2783.96 33.17 Ave 2570.99 2782.53 30.77 
StDev 1.21 1.37 0.81 StDev 1.31 0.47 0.78 
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Table C-3. Complete headland width results. 
Headland Width Results 
Driver 1 Driver 1 
Conventional Soil Conventional Grass 
Trial End 1 End 2 Total Trial End 1 End 2 Total 
1 2520.73 2829.12 79.19 1 2001.05 2303.72 76.33 
2 2522.86 2830.02 78.58 2 2003.53 2305.42 75.95 
3 2523.4 2829.11 77.86 3 2002.85 2304.58 75.87 
4 2526.16 2828.55 76.20 4 2003.89 2303.21 74.66 
5 2527.86 2830.19 76.17 5 2006.69 2303.49 73.40 
2524.20 2829.40 77.60 2003.60 2304.08 75.24 
2.82 0.69 1.38 2.04 0.91 1.21 
Driver 1 Driver 1 
Coordinated Soil Coordinated Grass 
Trial End 1 End 2 Total Trial End 1 End 2 Total 
1 2526.64 2825.31 74.34 1 2006.14 2301.87 72.86 
2 2527.38 2825.33 73.97 2 2006.81 2301.74 72.46 
3 2526.99 2827.64 75.33 3 2007.48 2302.76 72.64 
4 2527.21 2827.85 75.32 4 2006.55 2301.57 72.51 
5 2527.92 2825.3 73.69 5 2007.77 2303.25 72.74 
2527.23 2826.29 74.53 2006.95 2302.24 72.64 
0.48 1.33 0.76 0.67 0.73 0.16 
Driver 2 Driver 2 
Conventional Soil Conventional Grass 
Trial End 1 End 2 Total Trial End 1 End 2 Total 
1 2528.7 2829.74 75.52 1 2005.11 2307.73 76.31 
2 2527.5 2829.52 76.01 2 2005.8 2306.19 75.20 
3 2527.71 2828.54 75.42 3 2005.68 2307.62 75.97 
4 2527.73 2830.39 76.33 4 2006.49 2307.53 75.52 
5 2527.72 2828.95 75.62 5 2005.65 2307.58 75.96 
2527.87 2829.43 75.78 2005.75 2307.33 75.79 
0.47 0.72 0.38 0.49 0.64 0.44 
Driver 2 Driver 2 
Coordinated Soil Coordinated Grass 
Trial End 1 End 2 Total Trial End 1 End 2 Total 
1 2529.75 2826.29 73.27 1 2009.09 2304.1 72.51 
2 2530.57 2825.59 72.51 2 2008.65 2305.13 73.24 
3 2529.69 2825.72 73.01 3 2008.77 2303.65 72.44 
4 2530.3 2824.68 72.19 4 2008.84 2304.2 72.68 
5 2530.69 2825.57 72.44 5 2009.28 2303.3 72.01 
2530.20 2825.57 72.68 2008.93 2304.08 72.58 
0.46 0.58 0.44 0.26 0.69 0.45 
Figure C-4. Complete damage data results. 
Damage Data Results 
Coordinated Steering Conventional 
Ave 
Stdev 





261.58 · Area (ft2) 
257.48 321.85 
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234.84 Area (ft2) 
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9.05 11.31 





219.26 Area (ft2) 
Ave 213.55 266.94 
Stdev 4.29 5.36 
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337 .23 Area (ft2) 
Ave 345.49 431.87 
Stdev 11.35 14.19 
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Figure C-5. Complete results for parallel path test. 
Parallel Path Adjustment Test Results at 6.0 mph 
Note: all values in ft2 
Established Grass Loose Soll 
Mode Driver 1 Driver 2 Driver 3 Mode Driver 1 Driver 2 Driver 3 
Conv 8726 8679 8477 Conv 9516 8755 9677 
Conv 8825 9190 7887 Conv 7860 8363 8558 
Conv 7846 8518 8942 Conv 7997 7940 9130 
Conv 8269 8256 8779 Conv 10041 8660 9616 
Conv 7700 8319 9294 Conv 8364 7359 8264 
Conv 7833 7756 8993 Conv 7332 8001 9993 
Ave 8200 8453 8729 Ave 8519 8180 9206 
St Dev 486 478 492 St Dev 1044 521 681 
Mode Driver 1 Driver 2 Driver 3 Mode Driver 1 Driver 2 Driver 3 
Coard 9655 8536 15768 Coard 10412 9520 9870 
Coard 10583 9151 9012 Coard. 9568 7790 12169 
Coard 9344 7244 10590 Coard 10007 8375 9226 
Coard 9985 7775 11982 Coard 10306 9197 12673 
Coard 10729 8212 11487 Coard 11440 8093 11824 
Coard 10080 8267 10331 Coard 10548 7868 9371 
Ave 10063 8197 11528 Ave 10380 8474 10855 
St Dev 530 650 2316 St Dev 626 722 1536 
Mode Driver 1 Driver 2 Driver 3 Mode Driver 1 Driver 2 Driver 3 
Crab 2296 3424 2838 Crab 3205 3654 3475 
Crab 2563 3411 3534 Crab 3820 3075 2549 
Crab 2992 4428 2377 Crab 2819 3664 2486 
Crab 3327 2786 2350 Crab 5711 3768 4462 
Crab 2671 2938 1996 Crab 3078 3783 3042 
Crab 3678 2695 3007 Crab 2955 4161 3560 
Ave 2921 3280 2684 Ave 3598 3684 3262 
St Dev 515 642 553 St Dev 1092 351 740 
Totals Conv Coard Crab Totals Conv Coard Crab 
Ave 8460 9929 2962 Ave 8635 9903 3515 
St Dev 507 1937 594 St Dev 854 1443 763 
Appendix D. Sprayer Vehicle Parameters 
Front Tires: 
Firestone 380/90R46 
Ca = 1130 lb/deg 
Note: Drawing not to scale. 
Rear Tires: 
Firestone 380/90R46 
Ca= 1750 lb/deg 
.._ ______________ 90ft 
Weight Distribution: 
Front (lb) 
Empty Boom Extended 7768 
Empty Boom Folded 9306 
Full Boom Extended 9169 
Full Boom Folded 10708 
11.1ft 
4.5ft • 
Rear (lb) Total (lb) 
13752 21520 
12214 21520 
20274 29443 
18735 29443 
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